Gonds relocate entire village to old mandal

Failing to get plea heard, Mallapur village is being relocated in Indervelli

S. Harpal Singh
Mallapur (Adilabad District)

The Raj Gond of Mallapur village, formerly in Indervelli mandal but placed in Sirikonda mandal when the latter was carved out in 2016, have taken it upon themselves to find a solution to their problem which cropped up due to identification of their habitation with Sirikonda.

Having unsuccessfully pleaded with the government to restore their affiliation with Indervelli mandal, they have started relocating the village Mallapur to Gourapur which is within the limits of that mandal to circumvent the problem.

Mallapur, encompassing 86 households with a population of 485, will be shifting to the government land in survey number 26 of Gourapur village in the next couple of days. All its residents are peasants and have close commercial connections with Indervelli and the shifting suits their purpose as the mandal headquarters and the Divisional headquarters of Utnoor will once again be within reach being only about 12 km and 29 km away respectively.
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